We present proper motion measurements of 37 jets and HH objects in the Carina Nebula measured in two epochs of Hα images obtained ∼ 10 yrs apart with HST /ACS. Transverse velocities in all but one jet are faster than 25 km s −1 , confirming that the jet-like Hα features identified by Smith et al. (2010) trace outflowing gas. Proper motions constrain the location of the jet-driving source and provide kinematic confirmation of the intermediate-mass protostars that we identify for 20/37 jets. Jet velocities do not correlate with the estimated protostar mass and embedded driving sources do not have slower jets. Instead, transverse velocities (median ∼ 75 km s −1 ) are similar to those in jets from low-mass stars. Assuming a constant velocity since launch, we compute jet dynamical ages (median ∼ 10 4 yr). If continuous emission from inner jets traces the duration of the most recent accretion bursts, then these episodes are sustained longer (median ∼ 700 yr) than the typical decay time of an FU Orionis outburst. These jets can carry appreciable momentum that may be injected into the surrounding environment. The resulting outflow force, dP/dt, lies between that measured in low-and high-mass sources, despite the very different observational tracers used. Smooth scaling of the outflow force argues for a common physical process underlying outflows from protostars of all masses. This latest kinematic result adds to a growing body of evidence that intermediate-mass star formation proceeds like a scaled-up version of the formation of low-mass stars.
INTRODUCTION
Bipolar outflows appear to be a ubiquitous feature of star formation. Outflows are observed from both low-and highmass sources, where the active accretion of the embedded protostars must power the outflows. The underlying physical mechanisms responsible for jet launch and collimation are not well-understood, especially for higher-mass sources where the geometry of the circumstellar accretion disk may be appreciably different than in low-mass stars (e.g., Vink et al. 2002) . Differences in the outflow morphology seen between low-and high-mass sources have been cited to suggest that the dominant physical processes may not be the same across all ZAMS masses (e.g., Shepherd et al. 2003) . Highly collimated jets have been observed from many lowmass (< 2 M ) sources (e.g., Ray et al. 1990; Reipurth et al. 1998; . In contrast, there are few reports of small opening-angle outflows from high-mass email: mreiter@umich.edu (MR) (> 8 M ) sources (e.g. Lacy et al. 2007; Guzmán et al. 2011 Guzmán et al. , 2016 .
In this paper, we make the distinction between jets and outflows according to their morphology and kinematics (e.g., Frank et al. 2014) . Fast, narrow jets have small opening angles (∼ 5
• ) and higher velocities than the typical CO outflow (on the order of ∼ 100 km s −1 ). Jets appear to be launched near the protostar and quickly collimated into narrow streams above the poles of the star. Many collimated jets have been observed emanating from low-mass protostars where they propagate outside the natal cloud and can be observed in near-IR and optical images (e.g., HH 34, HH 46/47, HH 111).
In contrast to jets, outflows are slower (∼ 10s of km s −1 ), often with wider opening angles. Outflows may be launched from a variety of radii in the disk, and/or entrained from the circumstellar environment by the underlying jet, or a combination of the two. Molecular outflows are seen from sources of all masses, often in CO (e.g., Gueth et al. 1996; Gueth & Guilloteau 1999; Zapata et al. 2005; Hull et al. 2016) or SiO (e.g. Gueth et al. 1998; Hirano et al. 2006; Codella et al. 2007; López-Sepulcre et al. 2011) , and occasionally in less abundant molecules (e.g. Lee et al. 2007; Tappe et al. 2008; Podio et al. 2015) . Outflows are observed to have a variety of opening angles, from narrow, jet-like flows (e.g., HH 212, Gueth & Guilloteau 1999) to extremely wide features more characteristic of the widening of the circumstellar envelope. Indeed, the opening angle of the outflow may be an evolutionary indicator (e.g., Arce & Sargent 2006) . Higher mass sources tend to be deeply embedded in their early evolution, so their mass loss tends to be observed as molecular outflows (e.g., Fuente et al. 2001; Beltrán et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2016 ).
Similar outflow behavior regardless of the mass of the driving protostar argues strongly for a common physical mechanism governing their launch and collimation. This is of particular interest for higher-mass driving sources where the accretion mechanism is not understood in detail. However, the complexity of typical high-mass star-forming regions makes it challenging to observe individual sources with the same techniques used for isolated low-mass protostars. High-mass stars are rare, and therefore found in more distant regions. Large column densities obscure the accreting protostars during their brief pre-main-sequence evolution, requiring long-wavelength observations where several sources may be unresolved in the beam (see, e.g., Maud et al. 2015) .
Fortunately, intermediate-mass (∼ 2 − 8 M− ) stars provide a bridge between low-and high-mass sources in both the physics of formation and observational accessibility. Compared to high-mass stars, they are more numerous in nearby regions, with examples in relatively unobscured environments that can be studied with the same techniques used in low-mass stars (e.g., McGroarty et al. 2004; Ellerbroek et al. 2013) . At the same time, observations of molecular outflows from embedded intermediate-mass sources (e.g., Beltrán et al. 2008; van Kempen et al. 2012 van Kempen et al. , 2016 provide a more direct comparison with the typical observation of an outflow from a high-mass star (e.g., Maud et al. 2015) .
The Carina Nebula hosts the largest known population of jets driven by intermediate-mass protostars in a single region. Smith et al. (2010) discovered 40 jets and candidate jets in their Hα survey with HST /ACS. More than 65 Otype stars form a giant H ii region within Carina (Smith 2006a) . Their combined UV radiation lights up the nearby jets, revealing material in the jet body that lies between shock fronts and would remain invisible in more quiescent regions. Smith et al. (2010) infer that the jet-driving protostars are likely intermediate-mass sources, based on the high mass-loss rates estimated from the Hα emission measure. Bright [Fe ii] emission observed in every jet targeted for near-IR follow-up indicates high densities in the bodies of these jets (required to prevent ionization to Fe ++ , see Reiter & Smith 2013; Reiter et al. 2016) . Jet densities inferred from the [Fe ii] emission are an order of magnitude higher than estimated from Hα, leading to a corresponding order of magnitude increase in the mass-loss rate. Spectra and proper motions measured for four of the most powerful jets reveal outflow velocities similar to those measured from low-mass stars (Reiter & Smith 2014) . Proper motions also provide kinematic confirmation of candidate jet-driving sources that have been identified near the axis of the jet (Ohlendorf et al. 2012; Reiter & Smith 2013; Reiter et al. 2016) .
In this paper, we present proper motions of 37 jets and HH objects in the Carina Nebula. Unlike Reiter & Smith (2014) which only considered four jets with multi-epoch imaging, we report transverse velocities for all of the HH jets in Carina discovered by Smith et al. (2010) . To do so, we use two epochs of images obtained with the same narrowband filter and camera separated by a longer time baseline (∼ 8 − 10 yr, compared to ∼ 4 yr in Reiter & Smith 2014) in order to minimize systematic uncertainties. First results from this program were presented in Reiter et al. (2015b Reiter et al. ( ,a, 2017 .
OBSERVATIONS
We present new HST /ACS Hα images of the Carina Nebula obtained between 21 February 2014 and 28 June 2015 under programmes GO-13390 and GO-13791. These second epoch observations were designed to duplicate the observational setup of the original HST /ACS Hα survey of Carina presented in Smith et al. (2010) as closely as possible. The new data cover all of the fields imaged in Carina and include 35 jets and candidate jets (see Figure 1 ). NGC 3324 was not included in the second epoch observations, so we are unable to measure proper motions of the two jets and two candidate jets in that region. However, we include two jets in Carina that were discovered in subsequent analysis of the original survey data (HH 1164 and HH 1019 , Reiter et al. 2017 ) for a sample of 37 jets.
The first epoch of ACS observations was taken in [2005] [2006] (programmes GO-10241 and GO-10475; see Smith et al. 2010) . Observations were organized in groups by orbit, with each orbit composed of three pairs of CR-SPLIT exposures. In most cases, the three pairs were arranged to form a 205 × 400 tile, with the exposure offsets designed to fill in the inter-chip gaps. We repeated these observations in 2014-2015 (programmes GO-13390 and GO-13791, PI: N. Smith) , aiming to replicate the pointings and position angles of the original observations as closely as possible in order to limit position-dependent systemic effects when measuring proper motions. Due to changes in the HST Guide Star Catalog over the decade between observations, we were forced to rotate a total of six tiles by ∼180
• . This rotation introduced an additional component of uncertainty into measurements of jets located in Tr14, POS 25, and POS 30 (see Table 1 ).
In both epochs, images were obtained with an exposure time of 1000 s using the F658N filter (which transmits both Hα and [N ii] λ6583). Comparing the new data with first epoch observations allows us to measure proper motions over a time baseline of ∼ 8 − 10 yr; specific dates of observation and time intervals are listed for each jet in Table 1 .
We align and stack the images of each orbit's tile as described in Reiter et al. (2015b,a) , adapting the method of Anderson et al. (2008a,b) , Anderson & van der Marel (2010) , and Sohn et al. (2012) . The twelve images of each tile (six per epoch) are aligned to a common master reference frame via the positions of stars measured with point spread function (PSF) photometry. All reference frames have 50-mas pixels and are aligned so the y axis points north. Since the reference frame for each tile is based on the average Smith et al. (2010) . The location of the jets are marked with white diamonds (outlined in black).
position of the stars in that tile, these reference frames are not tied to an external proper-motion zero-point. Instead, they are in the frame of the Carina Nebula, allowing us to measure the local motions of jet features without having to correct for Galactic rotation and other large-scale motions.
PSF photometry was performed using the program img2xym WFC.09x10 (Anderson & King 2006) , which employs a library of chip-position-dependent effective PSFs. Stellar positions are then corrected for geometric distortion as per Anderson (2006) . The positions of well-measured, uncrowded stars are used to find the linear transformations from each exposure into the master reference frame. We repeat the fitting process a total of three times, refining the reference-frame positions based on the results of each iteration. Finally, the six images from each epoch are resampled and stacked into a single image. The stacked images from two epochs of one observed tile are thus aligned to the same reference frame and are directly comparable. The formal alignment error across one tile is <2 mas (∼2 km s −1 over 9-10 years at the distance of the Carina Nebula).
Several features of interest were spread across multiple tiles, necessitating an extra step. The eastern part of HH 666 was observed in a different orbit from the rest of the object, and the HH 901/902 complex was split across four orbits. In these cases, we create stacked images of each tile as described above, then use the stars in common where the two tiles overlap to derive the linear transformation from one reference frame to another. Once the positions of all the stars in the relevant stacked images have been transformed to a single master reference frame, we find the transformations from the original exposures to the final stitched reference frame and re-stack. The alignment accuracy between stitched orbits is degraded slightly because of the relatively small overlap between tiles. We estimate it to be 5 km s −1 over the 9-10 year baseline at this distance.
In many cases, the optimal alignment of the two epochs as determined from the position of the stars differs from that determined by aligning the dust pillars. Since we are interested in the velocities of jets from intermediate-mass stars, we measure knot motions in the frame of the driving source, which we assume remains stationary. We therefore further refine the alignment by applying small, linear shifts to the second epoch to minimize residuals in a difference image. If the driving source is optically visible, we align the star. For embedded (unseen) driving sources, we align the images to minimize subtraction residuals from bright emission along the irradiated edges of the natal pillars. Thus all proper motions reported in Table 3 are relative to the (assumed stationary) jet origin. The fact that these jets are externally irradiated requires that they lie close to the high-mass stars see also * Reiter & Smith (2014) , † Reiter et al. (2015b) , Reiter et al. (2015a) in Carina, so we assume that all jets are at the distance of η Carinae (2300 ± 50 pc, Smith 2006b).
Aligning nebular features is less precise than aligning point sources, particularly where the contrast between the irradiated pillar edges and the bright nebular emission of the H ii region is poor. Allowing for a typical alignment uncertainty of ∼ 0.2 pix adds an additional ∼ 11 − 14 km s −1 uncertainty in the measured transverse velocity. We therefore only consider features faster than 15 km s −1 in the following analysis.
We measure proper motions of jet knots using the modified cross-correlation technique developed by Currie et al. (1996) ; Hartigan et al. (2001) ; Morse et al. (2001) . For each jet, we identify knots that do not change significantly in brightness and morphology between epochs. After subtracting a median-filtered image (with a 25 pix kernel) to suppress background emission, we extract the jet knot in a small box optimized for that feature (box sizes used for each knot are shown in Figures 2-25) . We generate an array with the total of the square of the difference between the two images for small shifts (0.1 pixel) of this box relative to the secondepoch image. The minimum of this array corresponds to the offset that best matches the two images. We repeat this procedure for a variety of box sizes to estimate the uncertainty in the measured pixel offset. The typical uncertainty is a few km s −1 , although this varies with the brightness of the feature and the complexity of the background emission. Proper motions and their associated uncertainties are listed in Table 3. Previous applications of our implementation of this technique to measure proper motions are presented in Reiter & Smith (2014) ; Reiter et al. (2015b,a) ; Kiminki et al. (2016) .
RESULTS
We present proper motion measurements of 37 jets driven by intermediate-mass young stars in the Carina Nebula. With a ∼ 10 yr baseline between images, we are sensitive to knot In this paper, we present proper motion measurements of the large knots identified by Smith et al. (2004 Smith et al. ( , 2010 . Boxes indicate the features used to measure proper motions and the arrows mark the direction and magnitude of the transverse velocity. Feature velocities are listed in Table 3 . The white star indicates the location of the IR-bright driving source.
velocities faster than ∼ 15 km s −1 , assuming that everything is at the distance of η Carinae (measured to be 2300 ± 50 pc by Smith 2006b). All but one of the jets identified by Smith et al. (2010) Reiter & Smith 2013; Reiter et al. 2016) ; this is the first confirmation of the remaining eight candidate jets. Proper motion measurements for all 37 jets are listed in Table 3 , including first results from this survey that have already been published (Reiter et al. 2015a (Reiter et al. ,b, 2017 .
Proper motions reveal the velocity structure in the jet, and in some cases also provide kinematic confirmation of the jet-driving source. Many of these sources were identified as candidate protostars in the Pan-Carina YSO Catalog (PCYC, Povich et al. 2011) , allowing us to compare to the stellar parameters obtained from model fits to the IR Spectral Energy Distribution (SED). In the following, we briefly summarize proper motion results for each jet.
New ACS proper motions
HH 666 -extended features: Reiter et al. (2015b) presented detailed proper motions of the innermost part of HH 666. We include the proper motions of the small knots that comprise HH 666 M and O in Table 3 . In this paper, we add the proper motions of the other knots identified by Smith et al. (2004 Smith et al. ( , 2010 and first measured by Reiter & Smith (2014) (see Figure 2) .
We measure transverse velocities in features A,E,N,I,C that are slower than those reported in Reiter & Smith (2014) , but within the uncertainties. Some discrepancy in the velocities measured in the two studies may be expected given that Reiter & Smith (2014) match images taken Figure 2 for HH 900. These Hα proper motions were originally presented in Reiter et al. (2015a) .
from two different instruments with two different distortions which will increase the systematic uncertainty in the proper motions.
New HST /ACS images include features that fell outside the HST /WFC3-UVIS image used by Reiter & Smith (2014) . This allows us to measure the proper motions of features D,U,S for the first time. Smith et al. (2010) proposed that C,U,S might trace a fragmented bow shock and indeed proper motion vectors of both C and U point toward S. Both D and S are the most distant knots of their respective sides of HH 666 and trace the slowest velocities measured in that limb of the jet.
HH 900: Reiter et al. (2015a) presented the proper motion of HH 900 using HST /ACS images from this program (see also Figure 3 ). We include transverse and radial velocities reported in that paper in Table 3 and the analysis in Section 4.
HH 901: HH 901 is located in the Tr14 image mosaic, and therefore is subject to an additional uncertainty in the proper motions due to imperfect distortion correction to match the first epoch image to the rotated second epoch. Figure 2 showing the cloud complex that contains HH 901, 902, and 1066. We measure proper motions in the same Hα knots as Reiter & Smith (2014) .
Despite this complication, the proper motions we measure in HH 901 agree with those obtained by Reiter & Smith (2014) within the uncertainties (see Figure 4 and Table 3 ).
HH 902: HH 902 lies to the northwest of HH 901, in the same cloud complex that is irradiated by Tr14 (see Figure 4) . As in HH 901, transverse velocities are within the uncertainty of the velocities presented in Reiter & Smith (2014) . Knot velocities do not monotonically decrease with increasing distance from the driving source, as seen in some other jets (e.g., HH 666).
HH 903: Proper motions of the jet knots in HH 903 trace the bipolar outflow moving in opposite directions away from the driving source that is deeply embedded in the western edge of the parent dust pillar. Reiter et al. (2016) report the detection of a [Fe ii] jet that threads the more diffuse Hα emission in HH 903. In the inner jet, the two emission lines appear to trace the same knots. Features I,J,JJ,KK trace the inner jet (see Figure 5 ) where [Fe ii] emission is also bright and continuous. On the opposite side of the dust pillar, features F,G,H trace the Hα counterparts to features that Reiter et al. (2016) ing slightly northwest while the knots on the opposite side (F,G,H) point to the southeast.
More distant features in both limbs of the jet point southwest and southeast, giving the impression that the entire outflow bends away from the head of the pillar. Wispy, tenuous Hα features are offset ∼ 5 above the [Fe ii] jet axis. Reiter et al. (2016) note the two-component jet-outflow morphology, similar to other jets (e.g., HH 666, HH 900) where Hα traces the wider angle, slower outflow. In light of this, it is possible that Hα emission only traces the upper half of the outflow lobe closer to the source of ionizing radiation.
HH 1004: Hα knots in HH 1004 trace the movement of the two jet limbs away from the candidate YSO identified by Reiter et al. (2016) . We measure faster proper motions in jet knots in the eastern limb (features B,C) and slower motions where the jet crosses the pillar ionization front (E,F,G,H; see Figure 6 ). In the opposite limb, features K,L,M,N,O, trace the western bow shock. Two knots, P,R, lie beyond this bow shock and also move toward the west, away from the HH 1004 driving source, but with motions that seem to expand away from the jet axis. Knot U lies ∼ 30 beyond the western bow shock of HH 1004, near the edge of Figure 6 . Smith et al. (2010) identify this feature as part of HH 1005, which emerges from the same pillar as HH 1004, albeit ∼ 15 further south (we describe this jet in the next section). Knot U lies along the HH 1004 jet axis and moves away from the putative driving source. This raises the possibility that knot U is part of HH 1004, although proper motions that deviate from a single smooth stream are seen in many of the jets in Carina. and moves away from the pillar. Knot A is the solitary moving feature to the east of the pillar, so it is unclear if it is part of a coherent jet. Furthermore, no driving source can be unambiguously identified for HH 1005 (Ohlendorf et al. 2012 suggest a source, but no jet emission can be seen emerging from the protostar, so we regard this as a candidate, see Reiter et al. 2016) . We therefore cannot establish whether knot A and other features in HH 1005 are consistent with a common origin.
A few knots in the western limb of HH 1005 move away from the pillar (features S,T,U,V,Q,W,X). , and all point slightly away from the jet axis defined by the inner jet. Like other jets in this sample (e.g., HH 666, HH 903), the three knots of the bow shock appear to trace one part of the shock wing. Archival adaptive optics images at Ks presented by Sahai et al. (2012) show an hourglass-shaped nebulosity at the position of the driving source that suggests that the jet lies near the plane of the sky.
HH 1007 and HH 1015: Reiter et al. (2016) noted the absence of [Fe ii] emission along the Hα feature that Smith et al. (2010) identify as HH 1007. However, HH 1007 and HH 1015 lie along the same jet axis, leading Reiter et al. (2016) to suggest that these two features may actually represent the two limbs of the same jet. Indeed, Hα proper motions from HH 1007 and HH 1015 suggest a common origin inside the western pillar (see Figure 8 ). The linear Hα emission that extends off the eastern pillar (in the saddle between the two pillars) does not appear to move during the 9.5 yrs between epochs.
We can, however, measure the proper motions of a few Hα knots that lie just beneath the smooth, apparently stationary Hα limb. HH 1007 C points toward the pillar and HH 1015 driving source. Features A and B more clearly lie along the same jet axis as HH 1015 and move away from the putative driving source identified by Reiter et al. (2016) .
HH 1015 emerges from the apex of the western pillar. We measure the proper motion of two knots that move along the jet axis away from the driving source embedded in the tip of the pillar, in the opposite direction of knots A and B in HH 1007.
HH 1008: HH 1008 is a bow shock located ∼ 25 east of a narrow dust pillar (G287.73-0.92). Smith et al. (2010) speculated that HH 1008 may be part of the same outflow as candidate jet HH c-2 (now HH 1166, see below) that emerges from the tip of the nearby dust pillar (see Figure 9 ). Hα proper motions point parallel to the major axis of the pillar and may trace the HH 1166 counterjet if the outflow is bent by the large-scale flow of plasma in the H ii region, (see, e.g., Bally et al. 2006) .
HH 1009: Like HH 1008, HH 1009 is a series of knots tracing a bow shock (see Figure 10) . HH 1009 lies ∼ 1.5 southwest of HH 1008, near the edge of the same dust pillar (G287.73-0.92). Unlike HH 1008, proper motions point southeast, away from the pillar. No clear jet body indicates the origin of HH 1009, but knot kinematics point back to PCYC 599, a class 0/I (2.2 ± 1.6 M , log(L bol ) = 1.9 ± 1.3 L protostar embedded in the pillar ∼ 25 northwest of the knots. HH 1010 emerges from one of the pillars observed with the MUSE Integral Field Unity (IFU) spectrograph by McLeod et al. (2016) . Radial velocities extracted from those observations confirm that the northern limb is blueshifted (v rad ≈ −2 km s −1 ) and the southern limb is redshifted (v rad ≈ 6 km s −1 ), respectively. HH 1011: Smith et al. (2010) identify bright Hα emission extending off a small globule in Tr15 as the one-sided jet HH 1011. The proper motion of the Hα knot at the end of the putative jet is 15, slower than most jet-like features in this sample (see Figure 12 ).
HH 1012: HH 1012 appears to be a classic LL-Ori-type object, similar to many such curved flows seen in Orion (e.g., Bally et al. 2006) . Both the jet knots and the shrouding Hα bow shock bend away from Tr14. Jet knots follow this curved path as they propagate away from the unobscured star just inside the apex of the Hα bow (see Figure 13 ). Knot velocities from features B,C,D are fast (∼ 100 km s −1 ), similar to other jet-like objects in this sample (e.g., HH 1006).
HH 1013: Jet knots in HH 1013 move in opposite directions away from the driving source. To the northeast, multiple knots trace a straight jet axis that makes a 23
• angle with the major axis of the nearby dust pillar (see Figure 14) . HH 1013 is no longer embedded in a dust pillar, but a loop of Hα emission surround the protostar, similar to the wide-angle Hα that traces an outflow cavity around source still embedded in a dust pillar (e.g., HH 666 and HH 1164). Hα emission at the apex of this feature has a transverse velocity 15 km s −1 , slower than the apices of the Hα loops in HH 666 and HH 1164.
To the southwest, a microjet extends off the HH 1013 driving source itself. Features I and J, ∼ 15 further southwest, trace the feature Smith et al. (2010) identify as SW1. Together with HH 1013 K (SW2, located ∼ 1 southwest of SW1), these knots trace a jet axis that is aligned with the northeastern limb. Smith et al. (2010) identify two additional knots, HH 1013 SW3 and SW4, however, both of these fall outside the frame of the second-epoch image.
HH 1014: Hα proper motions in HH 1014 trace jet knots propagating away from the driving source located just inside the tip of the pillar (see Figure 15 ). The jet axis is nearly parallel to the major axis of the pillar, so the counterjet, if any, will be embedded in the dust pillar. Reiter et al. (2016) identified a few knots inside the pillar in near-IR [Fe ii] images that appear to lie along the HH 1014 jet axis. These [Fe ii] knots can also be identified in Hα images (features I,J,P), allowing us to measure their proper motions. All three knots move perpendicular to the HH 1014 jet axis. In fact, proper motions fall along the jet axis of nearby HH 1156 which emerges from an unobscured protostar located ∼ 15 south of the HH 1014 pillar. Hα proper motions of HH 1156 are described in the next section.
HH 1016: HH 1016 is a bow-shock-like feature that moves away from its natal pillar with a transverse velocity > 100 km s −1 (see Figure 16 ). An additional knot located behind the shock, closer to the pillar (features A,C) propagate in the same direction as the shock feature and may trace the extended shock wing. Proper motions of the jet point back to the same dust pillar that houses the embedded Treasure Chest cluster, although no single protostar has been identified as the HH 1016 driving source.
HH 1017: Unlike many jets in Carina that emerge from protostars embedded in dust pillars, both the jet and the driving source of HH 1017 are unobscured in the H ii region. HH 1017 is one of the few jets in Carina with a morphology similar to the HH jets seen in Orion (e.g., HH 502, . We measure the proper motions of several discrete jet knots that move away from the protostar seen at the center of Figure 17 . Like HH 1012, transverse velocities are fast and jet-like ( 80 km s −1 ) and the motion of the knots follows the curved jet morphology seen in single-epoch images.
HH 1018: Like HH 1017, HH 1018 is unobscured in the H ii region (see Figure 18 ). Knots A and B move along the jet axis defined by the microjet. We measure a faster transverse velocity in knot A (∼ 90 km s −1 ) at the apex of the microjet and a slower velocity from the more distant knot B, as seen in some other HH jets (e.g., Devine et al. 1997 ).
HH 1019: Smith et al. (2010) did not include HH 1019 among the jets and candidate jet identified in the original Hα survey of Carina. However, several jet knots can be seen in silhouette against the bright background of the H ii region. Reiter et al. (2017) report the proper motions of the silhouette knots (see Figure 19 ). Transverse velocities of ∼ 100 km s −1 on either side of the pillar trace fast, jet-like motions.
HH 1066: HH 1066 (HH c-1 in Smith et al. 2010) resides in the same cloud complex as HH 901 and HH 902 (see Figure 4) . Transverse velocities presented here agree well with those in Reiter & Smith (2014) . With the second epoch HST /ACS images, we measure the proper motion of an additional knot, HH 1066 Wa, in the western limb of the jet. Like HH 666 U, this small feature appears to be an off-axis portion of the bow shock (in this case, HH 1066 W). Figure 9 propagates into the H ii region with proper motions tracing a direct line back to a protostar embedded in the head of the pillar (PCYC 666 from Povich et al. 2011, see Table 2 ). This confirms that HH c-2 is, in fact, a jet. It has therefore been assigned an HH number of HH 1166.
HH 1008 lies near the same pillar, ∼ 105 south of the pillar head. It is possible to draw a line connecting knot A from HH 1166 to the knots in HH 1008, and indeed Smith et al. (2010) emission in HH c-3 A that may extend from the candidate protostar located at the pillar tip. While the nature of HH c-3 is ambiguous in images alone, the outward motion of Hα emission from knot A indicates its jet-like nature. This kinematic evidence demonstrates that HH c-3 is, in fact, a jet and has been assigned an HH number of HH 1167.
HH 1168 (previously HH c-9): Candidate jet feature HH c-9 is a smooth, curved bow shock located near the edge of an image frame in the large Tr14 image mosaic. Secondepoch Hα images allow us to trace the transverse velocity of ∼ 40 km s −1 in this bow shock as it propagates to the west (see Figure 21 ). This fast velocity argues for an origin from a jet and protostar located outside the imaged area. Based on this, HH c-9 in now assigned the HH number HH 1168.
HH 1169 (previously HH c-10): Smith et al. (2010) identified candidate jet HH c-10 based on bow-shock-like Hα emission that suggests a jet that emerges from the head of the same dust pillar that houses HH 903 (see Figure 5 ). Proper motions show that the bow shock moves to the southwest of the pillar head, implying an outflow axis that is nearly perpendicular to the axis of HH 903. No clear jet body traces HH c-10 in Hα images, although there is some tentative evidence in [Fe ii] (see Reiter et al. 2016 ). Nevertheless, the bow shock has a transverse velocity of > 50 km s −1 along an axis that implies an origin in the dust pillar. Given this evidence for jet-like motions, HH c-10 has been assigned an HH number of HH 1169.
HH 1170 (previously HH c-11): HH 1170 (candidate jet HH c-11 in Smith et al. 2010 ) has a bow-shock-shaped morphology, but is not associated with a nearby collimated jet, much like HH 1168. Proper motions confirm that HH 1170 moves to the west (the direction suggested by its morphology, see Figure 22 ) with a transverse velocity ∼ 50 km s −1 . Based on the high velocity of this bow shock, we confirm it as a bonafide HH object.
HH 1171 (previously HH c-12): Multiple knots make up the orphan shock structure that Smith et al. (2010) identify as candidate jet HH c-12 (see Figure 23 ). Like HH 1008 and HH 1009, there is no associated collimated jet and no obvious jet source. Nevertheless, the arc of knots is moving with transverse velocities 50 km s −1 . Given the likely origin from a young star, HH c-12 has been assigned an HH number of HH 1171. Proper motions point back toward the seahorse-shaped globule that contains HH 1159-1164, but do not align with any of the jet axes in the region.
HH 1172 (previously HH c-13): Smith et al. (2010) identify a candidate microjet HH c-13 extending off a star located to the northeast of HH 666. Model-fits to the IR SED of the point source (from the PCYC Povich et al. 2011) support the inference that it is a young stellar object. Proper motions show a jet-like stream of Hα emission moving away from the star with a transverse velocity 100 km s −1 (see Figure 24 ). Given the clear protostar-jet morphology, and kinematic confirmation of the jet with proper motions, this object has been assigned an HH number of HH 1172.
HH 1173 tify two knots of Hα emission amid the harsh UV environment of Tr14 as candidate jet HH c-15. These knots lie immediately east of a candidate protostar identified in the PCYC (Povich et al. 2011 ). However, proper motions indicate that the jet knots move toward the candidate protostar, ruling it out as the driving source (see Figure 25 ). Proper motions are more consistent with an origin from the star immediately east of the knots (104354.91-593245 in Figure 25 ). An arc of Hα emission traces a limb-brightened shell, wind shock, or proplyd envelope leading Smith et al. (2010) to identify 104354.91-593245 as a possible proplyd, although this star is not classified as a YSO in the PCYC. Proper motions favor this object as the jet-driving source and rule out the PCYC-identified protostar to the west. Given the fast transverse velocities and association with a young star, HH c-15 has been assigned an HH number of HH 1173.
Jet driving sources
Half of the jets presented in this paper can be matched to their driving source (20/37; see Table 2 ). This includes the 11 jet-driving sources that Reiter & Smith (2013) sources, we list the stellar properties derived from model fits to the IR SED in Table 2 . Ohlendorf et al. (2012) also identified the jet-driving sources for many of these HH jets. Reiter et al. (2016) found that for sources present in both catalogs, the derived YSO properties agree to within a few percent.
The HH 903 and HH 1173 jet-driving sources are not included in the PCYC. Ohlendorf et al. (2012) identified an embedded source at the base of HH 903 jet; we include their best-fit stellar parameters for this source in Table 2 . The two knots of HH 1173 lie next to an candidate YSO, but move toward the IR-excess source (identified as the driving source by Ohlendorf et al. 2012) . Kinematics suggest that the jet originated from another nearby star that Smith et al. (2010) identify as a proplyd. Neither Povich et al. (2011 ) nor Ohlendorf et al. (2012 identify this source as a YSO based on the shape of its IR SED.
For the remaining 18 driving sources that are included in the PCYC, we find an average mass of ∼ 3 M . Most sources are classified as Stage 0/I (8/18), Stage II (4/18) with the remaining sources (6/18) given an ambiguous evolutionary classification based on the available IR photometry.
Estimated dynamical ages
We compute dynamical ages assuming that each jet feature has been traveling at the measured transverse velocity since launch. Estimated dynamical ages are listed in Table 3 . Jet ages range from a few hundred to ∼ 10 5 yr, with a median age of 2 × 10 4 yr. The longest jets have the oldest features (e.g., HH 666 and 903, see Figures 2 and 5, respectively and Table 3 ), as expected. Shocks have likely altered the velocity structure of the jets. If the current jet velocity is slower than the launch velocity, then the dynamical age of the jet will be overestimated. Alternately, if younger jet knots are the easiest to see, the estimated dynamical age may not be a tight constraint on the total duration of outflow activity.
DISCUSSION
We present proper motions in 37 HH jets in the Carina Nebula measured in two epochs of Hα images obtained with HST /ACS. Most jets have at least one knot with a transverse velocity 50 km s −1 that traces fast, jet-like motions. A few streams of Hα emission identified as jets by Smith et al. (2010) Reiter & Smith 2013; Reiter et al. 2016) , this brings the total number of known outflows in Carina to at least 60 (including the 26 jets and outflows discovered by Hartigan et al. 2015) . Given the extended jet morphology in images, we estimate that these sources lie nearly perpendicular to the line of sight (a tilt angle < 45
• away from the plane of the sky). Transverse velocities in Table 3 are therefore lower limits; the full 3D space velocities may be faster by as much as a factor of √ 2.
HH 1011, a one-sided microjet that extends off of a small globule in Tr15, is the only source in our sample that does not have any features that clearly move between the two epochs (transverse velocities < 15 km s −1 ). This upper limit is slower than typical jet velocities and a factor of 3 slower than the rest of the sample. Thus, the true nature of this object remains unclear. Figure 26 shows a histogram and cumulative distribution function of all transverse velocities. Knot velocities from jets driven by embedded protostars (red dash-dot line), unobscured driving sources (blue dashed line), and those where the protostar remains undetected (gray dotted line) are substantially similar and statistically indistinguishable (the maximum deviation between the distributions is less than ∼ 0.1). Jets driven by embedded protostars may interact with more material circumstellar material as they exit their natal globules, so we might expect slower velocities than observed from jets driven by unobscured YSOs. However, the two histograms show no such difference. The plotted distributions include all knots from a given source, both the fastest knots in the inner jet and more distant, slower features. We discuss the knot structure of these jets and the transfer of momentum in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.3, respectively.
Position-velocity diagrams for jets with a well-localized driving source (either detected, or constrained to be within a small area based on jet proper motions) are shown in Figure 27. More distant knots have lower velocities in many of the jets (e.g., HH 666, 900, 901, 1004, 1006, and 1010), similar to the velocity structure seen in HH 34 (Devine et al. 1997) . Less complete sampling of the outflow may obscure a similar velocity structure in those jets where only a few knots can be measured (e.g., HH 1014, 1066, and 1156). Overall, the ensemble of these diagrams does not show a net trend in knot velocities with distance from the driving source, unlike that seen in some other HH jets (e.g., HH 34, Devine et al. 1997, HH 666 in this sample, see also Smith et al. 2004; Reiter & Smith 2014) . Knots that do not, in general, show lower speeds at larger distances from the driving source indicate that the HH objects are much denser than the environment they are passing through.
Knots that are slightly offset from the main jet axis (as in e.g., HH 666 and HH 903) have slower velocities than those along the main jet body. Reiter et al. (2015b,a) Reiter et al. 2016) . Not all jets driven by embedded protostars exhibit this same two-component structure. Nevertheless, we see a difference in the velocity of features detected on-and off-axis in sources where we have detected only one outflow component. The fastest Hα proper motions are those directly tracing the jet ( 100 km s −1 , e.g., HH 1006, 1012, 1017). Shock-like features (e.g., HH 1008, HH 1009, and the southwest limb of HH 1004) have lower velocities overall (∼ 50 km s −1 ).
Knot structure
Dynamical ages for all sources are less than 1 Myr, and most are less than 10 5 yr (see Table 3 and Section 3.3). The median outflow age is ∼ 10 4 yrs. This is only a few percent of the Class 0 and Class I lifetimes estimated for low-mass sources (0.16 Myr and 0.54 Myr, respectively; Evans et al. 2009 ). However, both the source luminosities and jet mass-loss rates suggest that the jet-driving sources are intermediate-mass protostars (see Table 2 ), which will evolve faster. For an intermediate-mass (M ∼ 2 − 8 M ) star, the Kelvin-Helmholtz time tKH = GM 2 /LR ∼ M −2 will be 1-2 orders of magnitude shorter than in the low-mass case. If the corresponding Class 0 and Class I lifetimes are also 1-2 orders of magnitude shorter, then these jets trace a significant fraction of the accretion history of the driving source.
For jets in this sample with multiple well-separated knots (e.g. HH 666, HH 1006 , HH 1010 , and HH 1017 , and 17), we find knot separations of ∼ 5 − 30 . Assuming that all knots have been traveling at a constant velocity since launch, inter-knot separations correspond to ∼ 1000 yrs between ejection events. This is consistent with the duty cycle between accretion/outflow bursts inferred from knot spacing in jets from low-mass stars (e.g. Hartigan et al. 1990; Reipurth et al. 1992; Bally & Devine 1994) . Reiter et al. (2015b) have also argued for episodic accretion and outflow based on smooth, steady velocities seen in the inner jet of HH 666 and the morphology of the entrained outflow shell. Where the morphology of the continuous inner jet is smooth (suggesting no strong shocks), we use the length of the continuous inner jet to estimate the duration of the current/recent accretion outburst that powers the jet (see Section 3.3 and Table 2 ). Inner jet lengths range from ∼ 1 − 17 , corresponding to bursts that have been ongoing for ∼ 60 − 1500 yrs. The median outburst duration is ∼ 700 yr. Only the shortest jets are consistent with the observed duration of FU Orionis outbursts (Hartmann & Kenyon 1996) . In order for the observed length of the continuous inner jet to be consistent with the decay times observed in FU Orionis-like outbursts ( 100 yr) jet velocities would have to be an order of magnitude higher than we measure.
It is unclear how the typical decay time of an accretion burst from an intermediate-mass star compares to an FU Orionis outburst, as accretion outbursts have only been detected in a few intermediate-mass sources (e.g., Hinkley et al. 2013) . Indeed, the length of the continuous inner jet hints at long decay times that would be poorly constrained with modern observations. Nevertheless, there is growing evidence that episodic accretion may be a ubiquitous feature of star formation affecting stars from low to high masses (e.g., Fujisawa et al. 2015; Stecklum et al. 2016; Hosokawa et al. 2016; Caratti O Garatti et al. 2016; Meyer et al. 2017 ).
Comparison to other jets
Many of the HH jets in Orion are observed to be one-sided, with no clear counterjet (e.g., Reipurth et al. 1998; Bally et al. 2000) . A few jets in Carina are also apparently onesided (e.g., HH 1018 HH , 1163 HH , 1164 HH , 1172 HH , 1173 and all are driven by a relatively unobscured protostar that can clearly be seen in Hα images. Reipurth et al. (1998) suggest that uneven illumination of the disk in the H ii region may explain the asymmetry seen in more exposed microjets. In contrast, most of the embedded jets in Carina are bipolar, although in some cases the obscured counterjet can only be seen at longer wavelengths (e.g., HH 1014, see Reiter et al. 2016) . Velocities in the two limbs of the bipolar jets (see Figure 27 ) are not markedly asymmetric as has been observed in some jets from low-mass stars (e.g., Hirth et al. 1994) . Figure 28 shows a comparison of the transverse velocities measured from jets in Carina with those in other regions. The comparison sample of jets represents primarily famous jets driven by low-mass protostars (e.g., HH 1-2, HH 7-11, HH 47, HH 111, from Bally et al. 2002; Noriega-Crespo & Garnavich 2001; Hartigan et al. 2005 Hartigan et al. , 2001 , respectively) with a few sources in Orion (from Smith et al. 2005; Bally et al. 2012) , and an irradiated jet in the Trifid (HH 399, Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2005 ). We present transverse velocities that have not been corrected for the tilt angle away from the plane of the sky. Transverse velocities in the Carina jets overlap with those measured in other jets reported in the literature (solid line histogram), but do not sample the highvelocity tail of the distribution. Instead the distribution in Carina peaks around a velocity ∼ 100 km s −1 . We also plot a histogram of proper motions measured in H2 by Zhang et al. (2013) for comparison. These molecular jets presumably trace more embedded sources, and indeed, the peak of the H2 transverse velocities is a factor ∼ 2× slower than the jets in Carina.
For a sample of HH jets from low-mass stars in an environment more similar to Carina, we look to Orion and the Hα proper motions measured by O'Dell & Doi (2003) . Knot transverse velocities are a factor of 2 slower than the jets in Carina, with a distribution similar to the H2 jets. Recent work placing Orion at 388 pc (Kounkel et al. 2017) rates. As argued in that paper, the more vigorous jets in Carina likely reflect the higher mass of the driving sources. Slower, lower-mass-loss rate jets are absent in the Carina sample due to the decreased sensitivity to slow/fainter jets at the larger distance.
Higher-mass driving sources may be invoked to explain the faster velocities measured in the jets in Carina compared to Orion. However, jets in both Orion and Carina tend to be slower than the transverse velocities measured in a heterogeneous sample of local jets reported in the literature. One obvious possibility is selection bias -that the biggest, brightest, and fastest jets are the best studied. The largescale environment may also affect the jet velocity. The majority of jets in the comparison sample do not live in an H ii region like Carina or Orion. de Gouveia dal Pino & Birkinshaw (1996) consider the propagation of jets into stratified media and find that jets moving into increasing pressure will slow down. Subsequent work looking at the overall velocity structure of giant HH jets lead de Gouveia Dal Pino (2001) to suggest that environmental interaction cannot be the primary mechanism to slow jets. It is unclear whether the lower velocities measured in jets in H ii regions reflect higher pressure in the environment and possibly more compression in the molecular gas. Regardless, the offset is peculiar, given that we do not find a significant difference in Carina between the transverse velocities of jets from stars embedded in a cloud and those exposed in the H ii region.
Environmental interaction
Jets and outflows are an important source of feedback and may help maintain cloud-scale turbulence in star-forming regions (e.g., Plunkett et al. 2013 Plunkett et al. , 2015 . Momentum and energy from jets and outflows contributes more locally, helping to reshape and clear the circumstellar envelope (e.g. Zhang et al. 2016) . Outflow feedback may be particularly important for high-mass star formation, as it clears a cavity along the jet axis, thereby providing a pathway for the escape of thermal radiation. Several authors have considered the role that protostellar outflows may play in facilitating non-spherical accretion (e.g., Krumholz et al. 2005; Cunningham et al. 2011; Kuiper et al. 2015 Kuiper et al. , 2016 .
Combining kinematics presented in this work with mass-loss rates from previous papers (Smith et al. 2010; Reiter et al. 2016 ) allows us to compute the jet kinetic energy and momentum. Dionatos & Güdel (2016) compared the energy and momentum of atomic jets in NGC 1333 to the energy and momentum of the molecular outflows associated with the same sources. They find that the atomic jets have a small fraction of the momentum of the corresponding outflows, but that the two components inject comparable kinetic energy.
Many of the jets in Carina are composed of multiple distinct knots, reflecting previous ejection events. We compute the kinetic energy of the inner jet where we have estimates of both the mass-loss rate and velocity. This represents only a fraction of the total energy injected by the jet over its lifetime. Estimating the kinetic energy of previous bursts is difficult as shock processing and photoevaporation in the H ii region have likely reduced both the mass and velocity of that ejecta.
To estimate the jet mass, we use the mass-loss rates derived from the Hα emission measure by Smith et al. (2010) . This gives the mass of ionized gas in the jet, which Reiter & Smith (2013); Reiter et al. (2016) show is a lower limit on the true mass-loss rate of the jet. In addition, Reiter et al. (2015b) showed that Hα and [Fe ii] emission may also trace different kinematics, so we prefer mass-loss rates and velocities estimated from the same line to ensure that they trace the same gas. We therefore use the Hα mass-loss rate in order to compare the jet kinetic energy across the sample, but note that the energy may be an order of magnitude or more higher if the neutral material in the jet is taken into account.
Estimated this way, we find jet kinetic energies of 1.5 × 10 40 1 2 Mjetv 2 jet 2.6 × 10 43 ergs (median ∼ 8 × 10 41 ergs; see Figure 29 ). To estimate the local impact of the jet, we compare the jet kinetic energy to the gravitational binding energy of the globule. Many of these jets emerge from the tips of dust pillars that protrude into the H ii region. For those objects, we assume that the globule is a sphere with radius, R glob , equal to half the width of the minor axis of the pillar head. Not every jet emerges from a pillar head, however. In cases where a jet emerges from the middle of the pillar (e.g., HH 903) or multiple jets emerge from the same globule (e.g., HH 1159-1164 in the Seahorse globule), we take the globule radius, R glob , to be half the distance between the two points where the jet emerges from the cloud. Preibisch et al. (2012) presented a column density map of the Carina Nebula based on 70 µm and 160 µm data from Herschel. Few of the pillars and globules with jets are resolved in 160 µm image (∼ 10 resolution). This prohibits a robust column density determination for each individual source. Guided by the results of Preibisch et al. (2012) , we instead adopt three values of the column density to describe jet-driving sources that are (1) visible in Hα images, (2) can be identified in IR images, and (3) protostars that remain obscured in an opaque cloud. For jets where the driving source can be identified in an Hα image, we assume an AV ∼ 1.0 mag, corresponding to a column density log(NH ) ≈ 21.2 cm −2 . For embedded driving sources that can be identified in the IR but are not seen in the optical, we assume AV ∼ 3.0 mag for a column density log(NH ) ≈ 21.75 cm −2 . Lastly, if a source is completely obscured in an opaque cloud, we assume AV ∼ 10.0 mag corresponding to a column density log(NH ) ≈ 22.3 cm −2 . Reiter & Smith (2013) estimated that AV 9 mag obscures the unseen HH 901 driving source. This is consistent with an AV 10 mag to the stellar surface estimated for most Stage 0/I YSOs in the PCYC (see Povich et al. 2011) .
Assuming that each jet-driving source is embedded in a sphere of uniform density, we compute the globule mass as
where µ = 1.35 is the mean molecular weight and mH is the mass of Hydrogen. The gravitational binding energy,
, for these globules ranges from 1.1 × 10 39 Ugrav 1.3 × 10 43 ergs (median ∼ 1 × 10 41 ergs). Most globules likely have a larger binding energy than these coarse estimates. Reiter et al. (2015a) estimate the mass of the HH 900 globule based on the AV required to hide a ∼ 2 M protostar and find a globule mass roughly an order of magnitude higher than we estimate here. Using model fits to the IR SED (including λ > 100 µm photometry), Ohlendorf et al. (2012) estimate envelope masses ∼ 1 − 3 orders of magnitude larger than our estimated globule masses.
With these uncertainties in mind, we find that the jet kinetic energy is a factor of a few larger than the gravitational binding energy in most sources (11/15) . This coarse estimate suggests that the jet has adequate energy to disrupt the core along the outflow axis, creating the disturbed morphology along the ionization front in, e.g., HH 903 and HH 1004, and may even reshape small globules like HH 900. In fact, the median kinetic energy of jets driven by embedded protostars is an order of magnitude higher than the median energy of jets driven by unobscured stars (1.3 × 10 42 ergs compared to 1.2 × 10 41 ergs, respectively). This hints at a decrease in the jet energy with protostar evolution, as expected for accretion and mass-loss rates that decrease with time (e.g., Bontemps et al. 1996; Caratti o Garatti et al. 2012; Antoniucci et al. 2014) . However, we note that jet velocities are similar whether or not the driving source is embedded. Differences in the jet kinetic energy therefore reflect a difference in the mass-loss rate. Jets driven by embedded sources may entrained cloud material which will increase the jet mass in a way that is uncorrelated with the evolutionary stage of the driving source.
Radiative losses reduce the amount of jet energy that is deposited into the star-forming region. In contrast, the momentum carried by the jet and outflow are injected locally and conserved within the cloud. We consider the momentum flux carried by the jets in Carina in the next section.
Comparison to other types of outflows / quantifying the outflow force
The momentum carried by protostellar jets has been investigated as a way to clear the protostellar envelope and drive turbulence in the larger star forming cloud. Outflows may dominate feedback in low-mass star-forming regions, but in a high-mass region like Carina, the contribution of winds and radiation from dozens of O-type stars will exceed that of jets and outflows by orders of magnitude (see, e.g., Bally 2011; Bressert et al. 2012) . Nevertheless, estimating the momentum injected by jets from higher-mass protostars is useful for understanding how that feedback may affect clusters composed primarily of low-mass stars. In addition, comparing the momentum flux or outflow force, dPjet/dt, between different sources has been used to investigate the underlying outflow launching mechanism. Smooth scaling of the relationship between the outflow force and the bolometric luminosity of the driving source has been used to argue that the same physical mechanism governs outflow from low-and high-mass stars (e.g. Königl 1999; Maud et al. 2015) . Reiter & Smith (2013 , 2014 ; Reiter et al. (2016) argue that the irradiated HH jets seen in Carina provide a unique view of outflow physics common to the formation of more massive protostars. In embedded star-forming regions, the highly collimated jet cores will remain unseen behind the large column of gas and dust typical of more massive starforming regions. Reiter & Smith (2014) estimate that four jets in Carina have enough momentum to power a molecular outflow comparable to those observed from intermediatemass protostars (e.g., Beltrán et al. 2008) . With both massloss rates and velocities, we can test whether the outflow force of the jets in Carina is comparable to that measured with other tracers in other environments.
We compute the outflow force in the inner jet using the transverse velocity measured from Hα proper motions with the mass-loss rate estimated in that portion of that jet. Where available, we used the jet mass-loss rates that Reiter et al. (2016) estimated from the minimum density to shield Fe + in the jet (red diamonds in Figure 30 ). For jets not included in the Reiter et al. (2016) sample, we used the mass-loss rates estimated from the Hα emission measure by Smith et al. (2010) (blue asterisks). Mass-loss rates estimated from the survival of Fe + are roughly an order of magnitude higher than estimated from the Hα emission measure; thus the outflow force is also an order of magnitude higher. Velocity differences between Hα and [Fe ii] may increase the estimated outflow force by a factor of a few. We compare the outflow force to the bolometric luminosity of the source estimated from model fits to the IR SED by (Povich et al. 2011, see Table 2 ) in Figure 30 .
As with the jet kinetic energy, we find that embedded sources drive more forceful outflows. The median outflow force of embedded sources is a factor of two higher than the median outflow force of jets driven by unobscured protostars. While this is a coarse distinction between evolutionary stages, this trend is in general agreement with the results of Bontemps et al. (1996) for outflows from low-mass stars.
Several other authors have measured the mechanical force of CO outflows (e.g. Bontemps et al. 1996; van der Marel et al. 2013; Maud et al. 2015; van Kempen et al. 2016 ) and radio continuum jets (e.g. AMI Consortium et al. 2012; Moscadelli et al. 2016; Purser et al. 2016) . We include these sources for comparison in Figure 30 . The jets in Carina presented here lie on the same relation between outflow force and source luminosity as the outflows from low-and high-mass stars if the most complete (and therefore higher) mass-loss rate is used. Smooth behavior of the outflow force as a function of L bol from low-to high-masses provides further evidence for a common outflow mechanism. We note that the jets in Carina are more analogous to the low-mass sources in that we are measuring the contribution of one jet from one protostar. This is in contrast to the high-mass end where the outflow force reflects the contribution of everything within that high-mass clump. Finally, placing the jets in Carina on this relation and finding good agreement with the outflow force supports the argument of Reiter & Smith (2013 , 2014 ; Reiter et al. (2016) that the jets in Carina trace a scaled-up version of low-mass star formation, and a different view of the same underlying outflow physics that create outflows from more embedded regions.
CONCLUSIONS
We present proper motions of well-defined knots in 37 jets and HH objects in the Carina Nebula. With two epochs of Hα HST /ACS images obtained ∼ 10 yrs apart, we are sensitive to nebular motions moving faster than ∼ 15 km s −1 . For 20/37 jets, proper motion confirm the intermediate-mass protostar (median mass ∼ 3 M ) identified along the jet axis as the driving source.
Transverse velocities in these jets from intermediatemass stars are similar to those measured in jets driven by low-mass stars (the median knot velocity is ∼ 75 km s −1 ). We do not observe a significant difference between the knot velocities in jets driven by embedded protostars and unobscured stars. Despite their similar velocities, we find that jets from embedded sources tend to be more energetic and have higher momentum than their unencumbered counterparts that lay naked in the H ii region.
Dynamical ages of all jets (median ∼ 10 4 yr) are shorter than the Class 0/I lifetimes estimated for low-mass stars (Evans et al. 2009 ). Many sources have extended inner jets with dynamical ages of a few hundred years that suggest a recent/ongoing accretion burst. This provides additional evidence that episodic accretion may be important for the formation of stars of all masses and hints that the burst duration may be longer for higher mass stars.
We combine the kinematics measured in this paper with mass-loss rates estimated by Smith et al. (2010) and Reiter et al. (2016) to compute the outflow force. Previous measurements suggest a smooth scaling of the outflow force with the bolometric luminosity of the driving source. The jets presented in this work affirm this relationship. Sources lie closest to the locus of high-and low-mass outflows when the outflow force is computed using the higher mass-loss rates obtained by Reiter et al. (2016) , who include the neutral jet core in the estimated mass-loss rate. Unlike other measurements of higher-luminosity sources, we measure the outflow force of a single jet, rather than the cumulative force of all outflows from a cluster of forming stars.
Smooth scaling of the outflow force with source luminosity has also been used to argue in favor of a common physical mechanism underlying the production of outflows regardless of driving source mass. That the jets in Carina fall on the relation between low-and high-mass stars in an outflow force diagram offers strong additional evidence that high-mass stars can form via a scaled-up version of low-mass star formation.
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